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Ep. #11751



 Simon advises Katie to go to the Lakeview, where shell be safe. Katie reluctantly agrees and Henry escorts her to Craigs suite. Simon follows them and warns Henry to stay away from Katie. Henry calls Katie and tells her of his encounter with Simon in the hallway. Feeling guilty about running out on him, Katie charges out to apologize. She gets stuck in the hotel elevator and it sounds like someone is trying to cut the cables! Margo and Jack try to force Weston to confess. Jack gets carried away and pins Weston to the wall. Meanwhile, Rose tells Paul and Mitzi the results of her meeting with the skin specialist. Paul presses Rose to set a wedding date, but Rose is skeptical about getting married with her face the way it is. Margo interrupts them and asks Rose to come down to the station to identify Dr. Weston. Once Weston is identified, he wants to cut a deal. Jack asks Rose if she wants her face to return to normal badly enough for Weston to get away with what he did to them. Rose considers the question and finally agrees that she would rather see Weston pay for his crimes. Jack promises that Rose and Carly will get their faces back and with that, he hauls Weston away. In Scotland, Isaac admits to Bonnie that he loves her and doesnt want her to marry Ian. He reveals that Billy is chained in the dungeon. Ian and Garrick arrive and Bonnie pushes Isaac into the closet. Ian notices that Bonnie is hiding something from him, but Bonnie covers. Later, she agrees to look in the dungeon for Billy with Isaac. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
8 May 2002, 14:00
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